
                                                

 

 

 



 

                 In Hindu Religion Asthi Visarjan is the truly essential religious 

procedure. The importance of Asthi is the left over bone or some gathered 

cinders of dead individuals. After the last customs play out the remaining parts of 

the dead individual are gathered, these are for the most part tied in a bit of 

material. At last the submerged fiery remains will stream in a calm water like a 

waterway. These general prosier of drenching is called "Asthivisarjan". 

Furthermore, in the wake of getting demise this prosier is must for every one of 

the Hindus. 

 

                  The Hindus trusted that submersion of the slag must stream in the most 

well-known waterway "Ganga". So bunches of doing the submersion function at 

spots like Haridwar, Kashi, Allahabad, Ganga and Nashik on the banks of the 

Godavari River. Furthermore, loads of spots which are additionally considered as 

consecrated areas like Varanasi for the Asthi Visarjan function. 

 

                        

http://www.pitradev.com/services/asthi-visarjan/


              As Hindus religious writings when a man kicks the bucket, his body closes 

and the spirit leaves the body to go its next destination which rely on upon the 

combined KARMA of all his past births. So if the body's procedure of 

development converges into the Ever-Existent or God, or if not, then it is set up 

for the following birth. The spirit is reawakened consistently in various sort of 

bodies till it at last finishes its assessment procedure. Furthermore, in 

consistently when Shraadh month will arrive then Hindus must take after a little 

procedure for the 15 Days in regards to this. What's more, in this fifteen days 

they can't use to trim their Hair. 

 

              Asthi Visarjan dependably be performed in a recommended way. Since 

the spirit feels hurt if the asthi visarjan is not executed as indicated in the 

heavenly legends. The Shradh is performed by Dehagni Sanskar lastly by Asthi 

Visarjan or Asthi Pravah and Pitra Visarjan. Asthi Pravah and Pitra Visarjan is a 

standout amongst the most imperative and vital customs so it ought to be 

finished as quickly as time permits. 

                            



 

                  In the event that anybody couldn't do these exercises because of time, 

separation and diverse circumstance than we are helping them to finish of these 

religious procedures at each popular spot like Kashi, Haridwar, Varanasi, Ganga, 

Banaras, Allahabad furthermore at different spots at the same religious time in 

India. We additionally organize surely understood Pundits of Varanasi for 

Asthivisarjan, every one of the materials and pontoon administration will be 

orchestrated amid Asthivisarjan and Asthi visarjan will be completed at Ganga 

Ghat of Kashi. 

 

 

           



 

 

 

                 Our central goal at Pitradev is to help Hindus all around the globe to get 

AsthiVisarjan, PindDaan and different ceremonies executed as it is said in the 

Vedas. We go for encouraging the groups of perished individual with 

conventional strategies for execution of customs as said in Holy Granth 

"GarurPuran" and "SmritiShashtra". 

 

                   Pitradev is a typical stage where we have absorbed the best 

cleric/pandas of all the holy urban communities of India. Our group has directed 

study in Kashi, Allahabad, Ayodhya, Gaya, Mathura, Siddhapur, Badrinath, 

Haridwar, and Kurukshetra and has made a rundown of Pandas who are honest 

to goodness and included in this business for over 50 years.  

 



                    At whatever point any individual needs to visit these urban areas for 

pinddaan and related exercises, we give them authentic minister according to 

their need. We likewise remember the dialect and give clerics according to the 

dialect that you comprehend like Hindi Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, 

Marathi, Andhra ministers' and so forth. 

 

 

                                

 

                                                      


